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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the validation of the expres-
siveness of an acted corpus produced to be used in
speech synthesis, as this kind of emotional speech
can be rather lacking in authenticity. The goal is to
obtain a system which is able to prune bad utterances
from an expressiveness point of view. The results
from a previous subjective test are used for the train-
ing of a multistage emotional identification system
based on statistical features from prosody and voice
quality. As a result, a set of utterances is provided to
be checked and definitely eliminated if appropriate.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important challenges in the study of
expressive speech is the development of oral corpora
with authentic emotional content. The naturalness
will depend on the strategy followed to obtain emo-
tional speech. The main debate is centered on the
compromise between authenticity and the degree of
control over the recording. In [2, 10], four emotional
speech sources are proposed: natural, elicited, stim-
ulated or acted. Speech synthesis is a process of ex-
pression (centred on the listener) [10], where speech
is modelled in order to transmit emotions. Databases
for emotional speech synthesis are usually based on
acted speech [6], where a professional speaker reads
a set of texts (neutral or with emotional content)
simulating the desired emotions. More information
about emotional databases can be found in [3, 5, 11].

This paper describes the main aspects of the pro-
duction of an expressive speech corpus in Spanish
to be used for synthesis purposes. The main con-
tribution is the mapping between objective and sub-
jective assessment of the emotional content in order
to prune bad utterances (i.e with delivered emotion
different from the desired one), improving the qual-
ity of the speech material and reducing the time of
revision.

∗This work has been partially supported by the European
Commission, project SALERO FP6 IST-4-027122-IP.

2. OUR EXPRESSIVE SPEECH DATABASE

We have developed a new expressive oral corpus for
Spanish aimed at speech synthesis with a twofold
purpose: firstly, to be used in the acoustic mod-
elling (prosody and voice quality) of the emotional
speech, and secondly, as a speech unit database for
the synthesizer. For the recording, a female profes-
sional speaker read texts semantically related to dif-
ferent expressive styles, which were selected from
a textual database of advertisements. Based on a
study of voice in audio-visual publicity [8], five
categories were chosen and then, the most suitable
style was assigned to each one: new technologies
(neutral-mature), education (joy-elation), cosmetics
(style sensual-sweet), automobiles (aggressive-hard)
and trips (sad-melancholic). The recorded database
has 4638 phrases and it is 5 h 12 min long.

Prosodic features of speech (fundamental fre-
quency, energy, segmental duration and pausing)
and voice quality are both related to the vocal ex-
pression of emotion [4]. An automatic acoustic anal-
ysis of the utterances is performed using information
from the previous phonetic segmentation. The anal-
ysis of the fundamental frequency (F0) parameters
is based on the system described in [1]. In that, un-
voiced segments and silences are marked using in-
terpolated values from the neighbouring voiced seg-
ments. For energy, speech is processed with 20-ms
rectangular windows and 50% of overlap, comput-
ing the mean energy in decibels (dB). Moreover, we
incorporated rhythm information using the z-score
as a means to analyze the temporal structure of the
speech and besides considering the following paus-
ing parameters: frequency and duration of pauses.

The voice quality (VoQ) parameters (see [9]) in-
volved in the present study are: i) Jitter and Shimmer
(cycle-to-cycle variations of the fundamental period
and waveform amplitude respectively); ii) Glottal-
to-Noise Excitation Ratio (GNE); iii) Hammarberg
Index (HammI), defined as the difference between
the maximum energy in the 0-2000 Hz and 2000-
5000 Hz frequency bands; and iv) Drop-off of spec-
tral energy above 1000Hz (Do1000).
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3. VALIDATION SCHEMA

In this section, the approach for validating the ex-
pressiveness of the corpus utterances is presented.
Figure 1 shows a block diagram that summarizes the
main contribution of this approach. Firstly, a listen-
ing test was conducted with almost ten percent of the
corpus utterances. From the identification results of
this test, a simple decisional system was developed
in order to classify the test utterances in two classes:
correct and bad. Bad utterances –from an expres-
siveness point of view– should be removed from the
corpus according to subjective criteria. Secondly,
we have developed an automatic emotion identifi-
cation system based on statistical features computed
from acoustic parameters of the speech [7]. Three
algorithms have been trained and tunned in order
to map their behaviour with the subjective criteria
shown by the subjective test. Finally, different clas-
sifiers were combined by means of a stacking tech-
nique [12] in order to improve the results of a single
configuration. Once this layer is trained, a list of
the candidate utterances to be pruned is generated
by running the process to the whole corpus.

3.1. Subjective test

An exhaustive evaluation of the whole corpus (4638
utterances) would be excessively tedious. In order to
have a significant sample of subjective perception,
480 utterances (96 per style) were randomly chosen.
A forced answer test was designed with the ques-
tion: What emotional state do you recognize from
the voice of the speaker in this sentence?The pos-
sible answers are the 5 styles of the corpus plus one
more optionDon’t know / Another(Dk/A) to avoid
biasing the results due to confusing cases. The eval-
uators were 30 volunteers (19 male and 11 female)
of Enginyeria i Arquitectura La Sallewith quite a
heterogeneous profile.

The results of the subjective test show a high per-
centage of identification (87% in average). The con-
fusion matrix (table 1) shows that sad style (SAD)
was the best rated (98.5% in average), followed by
sensual (SEN) (87.2%) and neutral (NEU) (86.1%),
and finally happy (HAP) (81.9%) and aggressive
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Figure 1: Objective validation adjustment guided
by the subjective test results

(AGR) (81.6%). The main confussion happens be-
tween AGR and HAP. Moreover, there is also a cer-
tain confusion between SEN with SAD and NEU.
Dk/A option was seldom used, though it was more
present in NEU and SEN than for the other styles.

Table 1: Confusion matrix for the subjective test
AGR HAP NEU SEN SAD Dk/A

AGR 81.6% 15.5% 1.6% 0.1% 0.1% 1.2%
HAP 15.1% 81.9% 1.6% 0.2% 0.1% 1.2%
NEU 5.7% 1.5% 86.1% 3.4% 0.8% 2.5%
SEN 0.0% 0.1% 4.2% 87.2% 6.0% 2.6%
SAD 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 1.0% 98.5% 0.1%

3.2. Statistical analysis and dataset

In [7], an experiment of automatic emotion iden-
tification covering different datasets of statistical
prosodic features and algorithms was performed.
Initially, we began with a dataset of 464 prosodic
attributes per utterance, which was divided into dif-
ferent subsets according to some strategies to reduce
its dimensionality. The experiment carried out in the
full set of attributes showed almost the same results
than in a dataset reduced to 68 parameters. There-
fore, we chose this dataset as basis for this work.
In this dataset, the prosody of an utterance is rep-
resented by the vectors of logF0, energy in dB and
normalized durations (z-score). For each sequence,
the first derivative is calculated. The result of this
work showed that this prosodic dataset was not able
to distinguish sensual from sadness, thus, we de-
cided to include VoQ parameters (described in sec-
tion 2.). For this reason, the five parameters previ-
ously described in section 2 were computed over the
vowels of the utterance. For all these sequences, the
following statistics were obtained: mean, variance,
maximum, minimum, range, skew, kurtosis, quar-
tiles, and interquartilic range. Thus, 123 parameters
by utterance were calculated, also considering both
parameters related to the pausing (see figure 2).

3.3. Supervised classification

Numerous schemes of automatic learning can be
used in a task such as classifying the style/emotion
from the acoustic analysis of the speech. The ob-
jective assessment of expressiveness in our speech
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Figure 2: Database generation for automatic clas-
sification
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corpus is based on [7], where twelve machine learn-
ing algorithms were tested with different datasets.
All the experiments were carried out using Weka
software [12] by means of ten-fold cross-validation.
Very high identification rates were achieved. For in-
stance, the average behaviour for all datasets showed
that, SMO (Support Vector Machine of Weka) ob-
tained the best results (∼ 97%) followed by NB
(Naïve-Bayes) with 94.6% and J48 (Weka Decision
Tree based on C4.5) with 93.5%. With these results,
we could conclude that, in general, the styles of the
acted speech corpus can be clearly distinghished au-
tomatically, although the results from the subjective
test showed there is certain confusion among styles
which was not detected by the system. Therefore,
we considered it was necessary to go one step fur-
ther by developing a method to validate each utter-
ance following subjective criteria instead of a simple
automatic classification from the space of attributes.

3.4. Subjective-based attribute selection

In this work, a method for attribute selection has
been developed in order to determine the subset of
attributes that better maps the subjective test results.
As previously mentioned, the original set has 123
attributes per utterance and therefore, an exhaustive
search of subsets is not practical. Then, a greedy
search procedure has been used, which is guaranteed
to find a locally optimal set of attributes [12]. We
have chosen a combined method ofForward Selec-
tion (FW) process, which starts without no attribute
and adds them one at a time, andBackward Elimi-
nation (BW) which deletes the least significant at-
tributes, one at a time. The number of forward and
backward steps can be adjusted (e.g. 3FW+1BW).
For each iteration, the classifier is trained with the
4158 utterances that do not belong to the test set de-
scribed in section 3.2. The test utterances are auto-
matically classified according to one of the 5 styles.
Moreover, the subjective punctuation of these utter-
ances is also available. The wrongly classified cases
take part in the assessment process of the involved
subset of attributes. The novelty of this process is
the use of a subjective-based measure to evaluate the
expected performance of the attributes in each iter-
ation. The used measure is the F1 score computed
from the precision and therecall of the wrongly
classified utterances compared with the subset of ut-
terances rejected during the subjective test. For the
test subset, an utterance is considered not correctly
performed by the professional speaker if it had an
identification percentage lower than 50% or Dk/A
percentage larger than 12%. There are 33 utterances
out of 480 that satisfy at least one rule (6.88% of re-
duction due to lack of the adequate expressiveness).

3.5. Stacking

Different algorithms of automatic classification and
different attribute selection strategies have been
tested, obtaining some solutions with high precision
and others with high recall. Experience has shown
that combining the predictions from multiple meth-
ods often yields more accurate predictions, which
can be derived from any one of them [12]. In the
stacking strategy, the predictions from different clas-
sifiers are used as an input to a meta-learner, which
attempts to combine these predictions to create a fi-
nal best predicted classification. In our case, the
final classification consists of correct or bad utter-
ances. Therefore, the set of binary outputs from each
classifier is the input to this meta-learner. The most
simple solution is implementing a voting schema al-
though other simple learners such as tree-based or
rule-based classifiers can achieve better results.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

For the single classifiers, two improvements have
been incorporated with respect to the baseline [7].
On one hand, the dataset has been completed with
VoQ parameters to reduce the misclassification of
certain styles (e.g. sensual). On the other hand,
a bidirectional attribute reduction has been used in
order to avoid getting stuck in poor local maxima.
Compared with the baseline, both improvements
suppose a relative increase higher than 20% in terms
of F1 measure (see table 2). Figure 3 shows the evo-
lution of the maximum of F1 measure according to
the best subset of attributes in each iteration of the 3
forward - 1 backward strategy.

Table 2: F1 for the optimum SMO, J48 and NB
adding VoQ and 3FW+1BW to the baseline [7]
Algorithm Baseline F1 VoQ F1 FW-BW F1

SMO 0.50 0.59 0.61
J48 0.45 0.53 0.58
NB 0.42 0.48 0.54
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Figure 3: Maximum F1 values per iteration for
3FW+1BW attribute selection.
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For the stacking implementation, initially we have
tested a simple voting schema with seven classi-
fiers obtained from different combinations of the
algorithm (SMO, J48, NB) and attribute selection
methods. We have observed that the AGR style is
rapidly punished when the number of votes is in-
creased. Therefore, this class has been weighted
twice the other styles. The highestF1 measure
is 0.7, which is achieved with 4 votes, followed
by 3 votes, which yields a closer recall and pre-
cision values (figure 4). The highest single re-
sult 0.61 is considerably improved (see table 2).
Moreover we have trained a rule based classifier
based on PART [12] that slightly improves this re-
sult obtainingF1 = 0.73. The classifiers used by
PART are C1=SMO(3fw-1bw), C2=J48(3fw-1bw),
C3=J48(4fw-1bw) and C4=NB(3fw-1bw). Algo-
rithm 1 shows the final rules where 0 means cor-
rectly classified and 1 misclassified. It is worth
pointing out that AGR style is processed specifically
by the second rule. Finally, both stacking strategies
(voting and PART) have been applied to the whole
corpus obtaining different subsets of sentences to
be eliminated. The highest vote will provide high
precision while decreasing vote will increase the re-
call. Figure 5 shows the percentage of eliminated
utterances detailed per style. Notice that, in addi-
tion, "Voting-4" and "PART" present similar global
results to subjective evaluation (see table 1).

Algorithm 1 PART decision list for stacking
C1 = 0 and C2 = 0 and C3 = 0 and C4 = 0: CORRECT
(408/10)
C1 = 0 and Style = AGR and C2 = 1: BAD (7/2)
C1 = 0: CORRECT (25)
C3 = 1: BAD (18/3)
C2 = 0 and C4 = 0: CORRECT (4/1)
C2 = 0: BAD (2)
: CORRECT

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a multilayer automatic classifier
that provides a set of utterances with poor or bad
expressiveness with respect to the desired one in or-

der to be eliminated. The system has been tuned to
map subjective perception, obtained through a pre-
vious listening test. In the next step, we will study
the suitability of the proposed method by performing
acoustic modelling of the resulting emotional speech
after pruning according to the results from the whole
corpus.
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Figure 5: Eliminated utterances per style
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